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ABSTRACT

1.

In this work we show experimentally and
theoretically that cross-correlation analysis of the
output of a two-channel noise measurement system
(NMS) yields the differential PM and AM noise of
one input relative to the reference port. We also show
that the statistical uncertainty, which sets the ultimate
spectral resolution in the thennal-noise-limited
regime, is approximately the same for both singleand two-channel NMS.

.

1NTRODUCTlON

In this paper we examine two-channel
interferometer noise measurement systems (NMS)
that use cross-correlation to measure PM or AM
noise in a device under test (DUT). We use a
simplification of the entire measurement system to
facilitate the measurements at X-band. By changing
the noise temperature of the two inputs we show that
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Figure 1a. Two-channel interferometric noise measurement system (NMS). DUT is the device under test, SA is a
spectrum analyzer, DBM is a double-balanced mixer, and (P,,~are phase shifters.
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Figure I b. Experimental setup for studying the basic properties of cross-correlation noise measurement systems.
VCP is a voltage controlled phase shifter.
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this approach measures only the difference in input
noise between the two inputs. We show that the
statistical uncertainty is approximately the same for
single- and two-channel systems.
Practical
considerations, however, indicate that the twochannel systems will provide better confidence for
the measurement when the noise added by the DUT
is near or below the ambient thermal noise in the
reference arm of the interferometer.
2.

EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF THERMAL
NOISE CANCELLATION EFFECTS IN
TWO-CHANNEL NOISE MEASUREMENT
SYSTEMS

Figure l a shows a two-channel NMS.
Figure Ib shows the readout portion (low-noise
homodyne down-converter) of this system that was
used to study the noise processes in a two-channel
NMS [l-51. Two 3 dB pads simulate the loss in the
power combiners used in the double interferometer
for carrier suppression. The experimental setup also
contains two microwave amplifiers and two double
balanced mixers. Phase shifters pl and p2 are used
for optimizing the sensitivities of both channels with
respect to either phase or amplitude variations of the
incoming signal. The latter is derived from the same
source, which drives the mixer's local oscillator (LO)
ports and enables the calibration of the readout
system.
Two noise sources with effective
temperatures TnJ,and Tnsl are attached to the inputs
of the measurement system (ports 1 and 2 of 3 dB
hybrid, respectively). Variable attenuators a1 and
a 2 allow the effective temperatures of the input
noise, TrRDland T , n o ~to, be varied from the highest
values of Tnsl and Tns2 to the level of ambient
temperature T o . For example,
T n p l =Tns1 a1 + ~ o ( l - a l ) . (1)
Variable attenuator a 3 in the path of the
calibration signal was used to set the level of the
carrier at the inputs of the microwave amplifiers to
approximately -47 dB below 1 mW (-47 dBm), which
was a typical operating condition. T o simplify the
data analysis, the sensitivities of both channels of the
NMS were made approximately equal. This was
achieved by adjusting the gain of low noise amplifier
GLNA
, in one of the channels.
The spectral densities of various voltage
fluctuations measured with the above setup as a
function of the intensity of the input noise are shown
in Fig. 2. These data were collected at a Fourier
frequency of 35 kHz, which was chosen to minimize
the effect of microwave amplifier flicker noise on the
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voltage noise floor of the N M S (see noise spectra in
Fig. 3). The error bars in Fig. 2 show the statistical
uncertainty in the three measurements, (see
discussion below).
The left-hand vertical scale shows the output
in dB below 1 V in a I Hz bandwidth (dBV/Hz). The
right-hand vertical scale shows the equivalent
temperature.
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Figure 2 . Voltage fluctuations (or equivalent
temperature) at the output of a PM or AM NMS as a
function of intensity of the input noise
at a
carri,er frequency of 9 GHz and a Fourier frequency
of 35 kHz. Curve 1 is the single-channel voltage
noise spectral density for TInP2= To. Curve 2 is the
cross-channel voltage noise spectral density for
TInp2 = To. Curve 3 is the cross-channel voltage
noise spectral density when T,npz is increased from
To to

rrnpl.

Curve 1 in Fig. 2 shows the dependence of
the rms voltage noise at the output of a singlechannel NMS on attenuation a ] with the
temperature of port 2 T,npz = To (attenuation a 2 is
set to a maximum). From these data we see that the
noise floor of the single-channel NMS expressed in
temperature units was approximately 1300 K.
Curve 2 shows the cross-channel rms
voltage as a function of a l . It was acquired when
both channels were identically tuned (phase
sensitivities were maximized) and T,np2 = To . These
data indicate that, to within the experimental error,
the cross-spectral density of output voltage
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Figure 3. Curve 1 is the measured rms voltage noise floor of a single-channel NMS, curve 2 is the measured rms
voltage noise floor of a two-channel NMS, and horizontal line 3 is the calculated rms voltage noise of a singlechannel measurement system due to ambient temperature fluctuations.
output also falls as I/=

fluchiations S u l , 2 is proportional to the difference of

[ 6 , 7 ] . The result is that

the fractional statistical uncertainty
correlated two-channel measurement
Fig. 3 is approximately 1 when
temperature of the input noise Tnp

effective noise temperatures:
(2)
S U I , 2 OC Tinpl - T“2 ’
Curve 3 was acquired under the same
conditions as above, except that the noise
temperature at port 2 was increased to match that of
the port 1. These data are also consistent with Eq. (2).
The data of Fig.2 provide conclusive
experimental evidence that using cross-correlation
analysis of the two identically tuned (either phase or
amplitude sensitive) outputs of a two-channel NMS
yield the difference of the spectral density of the
noise between the two inputs.
Fig. 3 shows the dependence of the data
from curve I and 2 from Fig.2 on Fourier frequency
offset f. The heavy horizontal line corresponds to the
thermal noise floor of a single-channel NMS at T =
3OOK. For f above a few kHz the mean value of
cross-spectral voltage noise is 12 to 15 dB below the
thermal noise floor of a single-channel system.
The fractional statistical uncertainty of the

of the cross-

in curve 2 of
the effective
is close to the

ambient temperature.
The large uncertainty in
voltage noise cross-spectral density at Fourier
frequencies above 3 kHz indicates that the noise
originates from the single-channel noise reduced by
the cross-correlation signal processing. This residual
noise sets an upper limit to the smallest variations in
the measurement system noise floor (or DUT) that
can be resolved. In Fig. 3 we compare the spectral
resolutions of a single- and a two-channel NMS by
considering their voltage noise floors in curves 1 and
2 respectively. Each noise floor looks like a ‘fuzzy’
trace due to the scatter of experimental data. By
measuring the width of such a trace in the vicinity of
a given Fourier frequency, one can empirically
estimate the spectral resolution of the measurement
system.
Intervals 01 and 012 approximately
characterize the spectral resolutions of the single- and
two-channel measurement systems, respectively. At
Fourier
frequencies
above
35
kHz:

measurement in curve 1 of Fig. 3 is + 1 / K ,
where Navg is the number of averages [6]. When

rI= ~ x I O - ~ V / &

the DUT noise is much less than the single-channel
noise, the average value of the cross-correlated

for N
,
the
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and

u12= I.2xIO-’V/&

= 10 j . These results are consistent with
fluctuations

in

both

noise

measurements

decreasing as.&/l

See Section I11 for further

discussion.
Similar effects of single-channel noise
suppression were observed in the early experiments
with conventional two-channel cross-correlation
NMS that used double balanced mixers as phase
detectors [8]. However, the differential noise floors
did not drop below kBTo/Plmpuntil much higher
Fourier frequencies due to the high level of flicker
noise exhibited by these mixers.
3. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF CROSSSPECTRAL
DENSITY
OF
VOLTAGE
FLUCTUATIONS IN THE THERMAL-NOISESUPPRESSION REGIME
The complex amplitudes of the output
signals of an ideal 3 dB hybrid coupler are given by

u3 = ( U 1 f 2 J P H + u 2 1 / h
u4= [u1+ U ~ ~ J VP Hf i ,

(5)
Combining (4) and ( 5 ) , the cross-spectral
density of output voltage fluctuations due to the first
noise source is obtained:

By analogy, the cross-spectral density of
voltage fluctuations caused by the second noise
source attached to port 2 in Fig. 1 is

Combining (6) and (7) results in the total
cross-spectral density of voltage fluctuations at the
output of the NMS:

(3)

where pH is a hybrid differential phase shift and I/,
and U2 are the complex amplitudes of the input
signals (see Fig. 1). The differential phase shift in (3)
is n/2 to satisfy the energy conservation conditions.
If there is a loss in the hybrid, equations (3)
are no longer valid and a complete set of Sparameters are required to describe the relationship
between the complex amplitudes of input and output
signals 191. Apart from that, the differential phase
shift in a real hybrid coupler is frequency dependent.
For example, for commonly used coplanar stripline
couplers, pH varies by k 7' with respect to r / 2
in the operating frequency range. In the following
analysis we assume the above description of an ideal
3 dB coupler, remembering that p~ = l r / 2 .
Considering a noise source with a white
power spectrum at the input of the measurement
system (port 1 in Fig. l), we can write analytical
expressions for the cross-spectral densities of the
output voltage fluctuations that are a result of both
PM and AM components.
The effect of PM components is given by

(4)
where Trnplis the effective temperature of the noise

entering port 1, x2 is the calibration factor, and A11
and
E,,
are
phase
angles
calculated
a s A 2 1 = p ~ - p / and C?,=p2+p1.[10]
The voltage noise cross-spectral density due
to AM components of input noise is
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which at p H = nf 2 becomes

(9)
where the phase angle A 2 / is close to r / 2 , for
identically tuned channels of the NMS.
The above result confirms that the twochannel NMS performs a differential temperature
measurement. From previous discussion it also
follows that the low voltage noise cross-spectral
density must be observed with arbitrary noise sources
no matter how high their intensities, provided that (i)
noise sources are stationary and (ii) their intensities
are matched.
4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

We have clearly shown that, in contrast to
the traditional single-channel NMS, the two-channel
NMS with cross-correlation yields the differential
PM or AM noise between the two input ports. Since
this noise difference is determined on a narrow
bandwidth basis, these results apply whether the
global character of the noise is white or varies with
Fourier frequency.
The resolution of a two-channel NMS with
good carrier suppression is typically 2

/G

lower than that of a single-channel system. For
example, assuming that both channels are phase
sensitive, the cross-correlation analysis yields
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where S;f”’ is the spectral density of PM fluctuations
in the DUT,

,,ambient temperature,

and Ldulare the power at

the input of the DUT and its insertion loss, 6 is the
parameter (
161<< 1 ) characterizing the asymmetry
between the two-channels, and Navg is the number
of averages. This is to be compared with the results
for a single-channel system of

The
statistical
measurements is

I
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where p = 1 for single-channel NMS and p = 2 for
two-channel NMS.
These results demonstrate that both singleand two-channel measurement systems are capable of
measuring the additive PM (AM) noise in the DUT
with an effective temperature smaller than the
ambient temperature. Moreover, the two-channel
measurement system does not, in principle, offer an
advantage over the single-channel one, as far as the
spectral resolution of noise measurements is
concerned, and it is more complicated. However, in
practical terms, the non-stationary nature of the noise,
the temporal separation of calibration and
measurement, and the difficulty of reproducing the
calibrations for two measurements make it extremely
difficult to resolve noise which is more than I O dB
below the noise floor in a single-channel NMS.
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